Abstract-Most existing unsupervised person re-identification methods focus on learning an identity discriminative feature embedding for efficiently representing images of different persons. However, higher-order relationships across the entire camera network are often ignored leading to contradictory outputs when the results of different camera pairs are combined. In this paper, we address this problem by proposing a consistent cross-view matching framework for unsupervised person re-identification by exploiting more reliable positive image pairs in a camera network. Specifically, we first construct a bipartite graph for each pair of cameras, in which each node denotes a person, and then graph matching is used to obtain optimal global matches across camera pairs. Thereafter, loop consistent and transitive inference consistent constraints are introduced into the crossview matches, which consider similarity relationships across the entire camera network to increase confidence in the matched/nonmatched pairs. We then train distance metric models for each camera pair using the reliably matched image pairs. Finally, we embed the cross-view matching method into an iterative updating framework that iterates between the consistent crossview matching and the cross-view distance metric learning. We demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method over the state-of-the-art unsupervised person re-identification methods on three benchmark datasets such as Market1501, MARS and DukeMTMC-VideoReID datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
P ERSON re-identification (re-id) is a cross-camera instance retrieval problem [1] , [2] which aims at searching persons across multiple non-overlapping cameras. Although person re-identification has been extensively studied during the past few years, most of these methods, in particular deep learning-based methods [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , adopt a costly training phase that requires a large number of manually labeled cross-camera matched image pairs to learn the effective feature representation or distance metric models. These methods have shown impressive results, but their performance largely depends on huge amount of labeled samples which are difficult to collect in many real world applications. On the other hand, unsupervised learning-based person re-id methods have drawn a great deal of attention in Xueping Wang and Min Liu are with the College of Electrical and Information Engineering at Hunan University, Changsha, Hunan, China.
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This work was done while Xueping Wang was a visiting student at UC Riverside. Fig. 1 . An illustrative example of the contradictory matching involving 2 persons in 3 cameras. P 1 1 denotes that person 1 captured in camera 1. The solid lines are the graph matching results and the dashed line is a transitive inference. We can obtain the association (P 1 1 , P 1 2 ), (P 1 1 , P 1 3 ) and (P 2 2 , P 1 3 ). When combining them together, we can infer that P 1 2 and P 1 3 are matched which leads to an infeasible scenario that indicates that P 1 2 and P 2 2 are the of same person. Best viewed in color.
the last few years as they do not require the labeled person identities in the feature learning or model training procedure [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] .
Traditional unsupervised person re-identification methods concentrate on designing hand-crafted feature representations, saliency and/or dictionary learning, etc. [14] , [19] , [20] . In recent years, researchers are trying to incorporate deep convolutional neural networks into the unsupervised person reidentification problem to learn an identity discriminative feature embedding [15] , [16] , [17] to alleviate the problem of the insufficient labeled samples to some extent. However, performance of these methods are still significantly weaker compared to supervised alternatives as they fail to exploit the similarity relationships between image pairs while learning the model. Specifically, the lack of cross-view pairwise labeled data makes the learned models fail to address the significant visual appearance variations while matching persons across cameras [18] .
Most existing label estimation methods for unsupervised person re-identification are based on an assumption that all the samples are distributed in the same discriminative space [16] , [15] , [21] , [22] , which is not always true for the person re-id task due to the distribution bias in different cameras caused by the large cross-camera variations. These methods just pay attention to intra-camera or inter-camera information, which ignores the similarity relationships across a camera network by not considering the consistency of the estimated labels. This may lead to contradictory outputs when matching results from different camera pairs are combined. As shown in Figure 1 , by the using of cross-view matching methods, we can obtain the matching associations between (P
3 ) independently. However, when these matches from different camera pairs are combined, it leads to an infeasible scenario -P 1 1 and P 1 2 are the same person. It is hard to distinguish which matching is reliable [23] , [24] , [3] . So can we develop a more reliable cross-camera label estimation strategy by exploiting the consistent similarity information in a network for further improving the recognition performance of unsupervised person re-identification? This is an especially important problem in the context of many person re-identification systems involving large number of cameras.
To address the above problem, in this paper, we propose a consistent cross-view matching framework for unsupervised person re-identification, which introduces loop consistent and transitive inference consistent constraints as shown in Figure. 2. In particular, a bipartite graph is first constructed for each pair of cameras and then a graph matching method via Hungarian algorithm is employed to obtain optimal crossview matches across pairwise cameras. Loop consistent and transitive inference consistent constraints are then introduced into the pairwise matches, including a definition for the reliability of the cross-view matching to reduce the false positive matches. Distance metrics are then learned for each pair of cameras using the obtained reliable matched image pairs. Finally, our consistent cross-view matching method is incorporated into an iterative updating framework which iterates between the consistent cross-view matching and the cross-view distance metric learning.
To summarize, the contributions of our work are as follows.
• We propose a consistent cross-view matching framework for unsupervised person re-identification by iterating between consistent cross-view matching and distance metric learning. On one hand, we obtain the reliable crosscamera matched image pairs with a guarantee of the consistent constraints and on the other hand, we learn effective distance metric models across camera pairs using the corresponding cross-view matches for efficient person re-identification in a camera network.
• We introduce a definition for reliability of the cross-view matched image pairs by introducing loop consistent and transitive inference consistent constraints into the crossview matching. By balancing the performance between the quality and quantity of the estimated matches, we can reduce the incorrect matches significantly and enhance the robustness of the cross-view matches against the outliers captured by different cameras.
• Extensive experiments demonstrate that our approach significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art unsupervised person re-identification methods by a large margin on Market1501, MARS and DukeMTMC-VideoReID dataset with variable number of cameras.
II. RELATED WORK
We now describe the previous works relevant to the method discussed in this paper, including unsupervised person reidentification and cross-view matching for re-identification.
A. Unsupervised Person Re-identification
Unsupervised learning models have recently received much attention in person re-identification as they did not require manually labeled data. One of the key factors in unsupervised methods is to obtain effective and reliable samples to train a model from the massive unlabeled dataset. Fan et al. [16] proposed a k-means clustering-based method to select reliable images gradually and use them to fine tune a deep neural network to learn discriminative features for person re-identification. Xia et al. [15] proposed a hierarchical clustering-based feature embedding method by regarding sample labels as supervision signals to train a non-parametric convolutional neural network [25] . Liu et al. [26] presented a person re-identification method which iterates between cross-camera tracklet association and feature learning. Yu et al. [17] proposed a soft multilabel learning method by comparing the unlabeled person images with a set of known reference person images from an auxiliary domain to predict the soft label for each target image. Li et al. [18] proposed a deep learning based tracklet association method by jointly learning per-camera tracklet association and cross-camera tracklet correlation to obtain the label information. Zhong et al. [27] exploited the underlying invariance in domain adaptive person re-identification to reduce the feature distribution gap between labeled source domain and unlabeled target domain. Ye et al. [21] proposed a dynamic label graph matching method (DGM) for cross-camera label estimation to obtain pairwise similarity information across camera pairs for unsupervised person re-identification. Generative adversarial networks have also been adopted to train a camera style transfer model to bridge the gap between the labeled source domain and unlabeled target domain [28] , [29] . In constrast to DGM, our consistent cross-view matching method utilizes loop consistent and transitive inference consistent constraints including a definition for reliability of the cross-view matching such that the matched image pairs are more robust against the inaccurate and noisy matches caused by the large variance between different cameras.
B. Cross-view Matching for Person Re-identification
Graph matching has been widely used in computer vision and machine learning domains, such as shape matching and object recognition [30] , [31] . Recently, several works also introduce it into the person re-identification task. Ye et al. [22] presented a dynamic graph co-matching method to obtain the corresponding image pairs across cameras by fully utilizing the abundant image frames within the video sequences but they fail to consider the consistency of the matches across the camera network. Das et al. [23] , [24] proposed a consistent re-identification method in a camera network by considering the matching consistency to improve camera pairwise re-identification performance. However, the figure; (b) pair-wise matches in a camera network which show contradictory matches across different images; (c) consistent matches by introducing loop consistent and transitive inference consistent constraints for reducing the false positives caused by the direct graph matching. By considering the reliability of the matches, we can further reduce the unreliable transitive matches. Finally, we use the consistent matches to iteratively train a distance metric model for each graph and update the graphs using the learned models.
network consistent person re-identification approach is directly utilized in the recognition procedure and not employed in the training stage, which is not suitable for large-scale datasets. Following [23] , Lin et al. [3] proposed a consistent-aware deep learning method by incorporating consistent constraints into deep learning framework for person re-identification. However, they require massive labeled images to train the model. Roy et al. [32] constructed a k-partite graph for the camera network and then exploited transitive information across the graph to select an optimal subset of image pairs for manual labeling. However, the approach in [32] needs human in the loop to label the selected samples. Li et al. [33] proposed an unsupervised representation learning method by considering graph-based consistent constraints, in which they select positive pairs by loop consistency and hard negative pairs by geodesic distance. However, the k-NN based consistency constraints are not suitable for the person re-identification problem because of the large variations across different cameras. Yan et al. [34] , [35] proposed a unified alternating optimization framework for robust and consistent multi-graph matching. Different from these works, our approach considers both loop consistency and transitive inference consistency for measuring the reliability of the cross-view matches while selecting the reliable image pairs, and we train distance metric model for each camera pair, which will reduce the negative effect caused by the large variance of the conditions encountered in a camera network.
III. CONSISTENT CROSS-VIEW MATCHING
The proposed consistent cross-view matching framework is comprised of three steps. First, a graph matching is employed to obtain the optimal cross-view matches over all camera pairs. Second, consistency constraints (loop consistent constraints and transitive inference consistent constraints) are introduced to measure the reliability of the pairwise matches in a camera network. Finally, we iteratively refine the graph structure with better similarity measurements learned from the reliable matching pairs.
A. Graph Matching
The consistent cross-view matching starts with the crosscamera pairwise matching associations between the targets. In this subsection, we give a brief description of the process, in which cross-camera pairwise matching associations are generated. Let there be R cameras in a network. The number of possible camera pairs is and we construct a bipartite graph for each pair of cameras.
1) Vertex: We represent each camera r as a vertex set V r with n r vertices. Each vertex in the vertex set V r denotes a person captured by this camera, V r = {P Note that we will use the terms 'person' and 'vertex' interchangeably throughout our work.
2) Matching cost matrix: Let C p,q denote the matching cost matrix between camera p and camera q. The cell c i,j p,q in the matching cost matrix C p,q denotes the matching cost between the persons P i p and P j q . We calculate the matching cost c i,j p,q with the distance, c
, where M p,q is the corresponding distance metric learned using the selected image pairs (initialized with identity matrix before the learning).
3) Assignment matrix: We use the assignment matrix X p,q to represent the matching associations between the persons across camera pairs, one for each camera pair. Each element x i,j p,q of the assignment matrix X p,q between the camera pair (p, q) represents the matching association of the person P i p and P j q which is defined as follows: 
4) Cross-view matching: Ideally, the same n persons are present in each of the camera in a camera network. As a result, the assignment matrix X p,q is a permutation matrix, i.e., only one element per row and per column is 1, all the others are 0. Mathematically, ∀x
To compute the matching associations across camera pairs, we follow [21] , [23] to formulate it as a binary linear programming with linear constraints:
arg min
By using the bipartite graph matching method, we can obtain a set of the optimal assignment matrices across the pair of cameras, X = {X p,q |p, q = 1, 2, ..., R, p < q}, where X p,q = {x i,j p,q |i, j = 1, 2, ..., n}.
B. Consistent Cross-view Matching
In a large camera network, different cameras capture very different persons. Therefore, it is common that one camera may not capture every person. In this situation, a person from any camera p can have at most one matching from another camera q. In other words, the matching association values in every row or column of the assignment matrix can all be 0. As a result, the matching association constraints can now be changed as follows:
where n p and n q are the number of persons in camera p and camera q, respectively. With this generalization, the previous cross-view matching method is no longer valid as the optimal solution generated by the graph matching-based method will try to get as many matching associations as possible across camera pairs. Thus, the assignment matrix may contain a lot of false positive matches. In addition, direct cross-view matches ignore the similarity relationships across a camera network by not considering the consistency of the matched image pairs across the camera pairs in a network. It may lead to contradictory outputs when these matching associations from different camera pairs are combined [23] , as shown in Figure 1 . To address this problem, we introduce both loop consistency and transitive inference consistency into the bipartite graph matching, as shown in Figure 3 .
1) Indirect matching: The direct matching associations generated by the graph matching method may be unreliable because the images captured by different cameras in a camera network are seriously affected by the variations of the camera settings and illumination conditions. We introduce the indirect matching to assist the cross-view matching and obtain more reliable matches by considering the similarity relationships across a camera network. Specifically, given the initial cross-camera matching configuration in a camera network X = {X p,q |p, q = 1, 2, ..., R, p < q} generated by the bipartite graph matching method, we can further derive a new indirect pairwise matching X p,q for each original matching association matrix X p,q by the composition of a few assignment matrices X p,q = X p,r1 X r1,r2 ...X rn,q , where p, q, r 1 , r 2 , ..., r n are cameras in the same camera network and p, q = r 1 , r 2 , ..., r n [35] . Consequently, for a pair of images P In [23] , [24] , it has been proven that if the loop consistent constraint is satisfied for every triplet of cameras, it automatically ensures consistency for every possible combination of cameras taking 3 or more of them. Thus, the consistent matching pair P 
We can see that loop consistent matches not only satisfy the direct pairwise matching, but also the indirect matching.
3) Transitive inference consistent matching: Transitive inference among person identities across multiple cameras and their logical consequences are strongly informative properties [32] . We exploit the transitive relations for enhancing the 
where p, q and r are cameras in a network, and r = p, r = q. n r is the number of persons captured in camera r. RT i,j p,q denotes the reliability of the transitive inference-based crosscamera matching P i p , P j q . The larger the value RT is, the more reliable the transitive matching is, as shown in Figure  3 In a camera network, we regard a cross-view matching pair as a reliable matching when it satisfies the loop consistency or transitive inference consistency. Furthermore, combining loop consistency and transitive inference consistency, we define a metric for measuring the reliability of cross-camera matched image pairs as follows:
where RLT i,j p,q represents the reliability of the cross-view matched image pair P i p , P j q . With the increase in RLT value, the obtained matches are more and more reliable, however, the number of the obtained image pairs are less. Therefore, we need to adjust the reliability value for balancing the performance between the quality and quantity of the crossview matched image pairs.
C. Iterative Updating
Different cameras have different settings and the captured images are seriously affected by variability in illumination conditions, camera viewing angles, and background clutter [13] . So, a fixed matching cost matrix constructed in the original feature space usually does not produce satisfactory recognition performance and hence it is not suitable in many person re-identification systems. Following [21] , [22] , we embed our method into an iterative updating framework to refine the matching cost matrix. Specifically, we introduce an iterative framework which iterates between the consistent cross-view matching and distance metric learning as shown in Figure 2 . In each iteration, we first construct a bipartite graph for each camera pair and then select the reliable image pairs using the consistent constraints. Finally, a set of discriminative pair-wise distance metric are learned using the corresponding reliable image pairs. The alternating procedure ensures that the matched image pairs gradually become more accurate, and the learned metrics models become more discriminative.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setting 1) Datasets:
We use three publicly available person reidentification datasets for experiments such as MARS and Market1501 dataset which are captured by 6 cameras in a university campus, and DukeMTMC-VideoReID dataset which is captured by 8 synchronized cameras. While MARS [36] is a large-scale video-based re-id dataset containing 17,503 video tracklets of 1,261 identities, Market-1501 [37] is a largescale image-based re-id dataset that contains 32,668 images of 1,501 identities. On the other hand, DukeMTMC-VideoReID is a large-scale video-based re-id dataset derived from the DukeMTMC dataset [38] that contains 4,832 tracklets of 1,404 identities. More details on the datasets are shown in Table I .
2) Feature extraction: We use both hand-crafted feature designed for person re-id (LOMO feature) [14] and deep convolutional neural network (CNN) features for evaluating the performance of our proposed method. The LOMO feature descriptor is of 26,960 dimensions. For the LOMO feature, we use the principal component analysis (PCA) method to reduce the dimension to 600. For the deep CNN feature, we first utilize a pre-trained ResNet50 model [39] to extract the features as in [15] and then 2 normalize it for all the experiments. For video-based datasets, each tracklet is regarded as an individual sample and we conduct max-pooling for each sample to get more robust video feature representation.
3) Evaluation metrics: We follow the standard training/testing split [36] , [37] , [38] . We use 625 identities for training and the remaining 636 identities for testing in MARS dataset. For Market1501 dataset, we use 12,936 images of 751 identities for training and 19,732 images of 750 identities for testing. We use 2,196 tracklets of 702 identities for training, 2,636 tracklets of other 702 identities for testing in DukeMTMC-VideoReID dataset. We utilize the Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) curve and the mean average precision (mAP) to evaluate the recognition performance of each method. We report the Rank-1, Rank-5, Rank-10 scores Dataset  Index CAM1 CAM2 CAM3 CAM4 CAM5 CAM6 CAM7 CAM8  Market1501  #ID  652  541  694  241  576  558  --MARS  #ID  520  447  314  195  375  104  --DukeMTMC-VideoReID  #ID  404  378  201  165  218  348  217 to represent the CMC curve. Note that our method does not use any labeled samples for model initialization or training.
4) Implementation details:
In this paper, we employ Hungarian algorithm to solve the cross-view matching problem and we adopt the distance metric learning (MLAPG) [40] approach for matching persons in re-id. Note that our approach is not specific to any type of matching and metric learning algorithm used for person re-id. During training, we train a metric learning model for each pair of cameras using the reliable image pairs from the corresponding camera pairs and in testing, we measure each query-gallery pair using all the learned metric models to mitigate the insufficient image pairs across cameras and the minimum value is regarded as the final recognition result for each pair. We iteratively update the cross-view matching and metric learning for 10 iterations in all our experiments. All the reported results are based on the reliability value of the consistent cross-view matching RLT > 1 and deep CNN features.
B. Evaluating Cross-view Image Pairs Matching
We use the standard precision, recall and F-score to illustrate the performance of cross-view image pairs matching across a camera network. The results on Market1501, MARS and DukeMTMC-VideoReID datasets are shown in Table II. From Table II , we can see that using our method, 70.4% of the matched image pairs are the correct matches on Market1501 dataset (72.3% on MARS dataset) and 75.6% of the correct cross-view matched image pairs are among the true matches on Market1501 dataset (76.8% on MARS dataset). We also measure the performance on a larger camera network DukeMTMC-VideoReID dataset where it is hard to obtain efficient cross-view matches as the persons appearing Table II , we can see that our method still achieves 50.9% matching precision and obtains 55.0% of the real cross-view image pairs among all the true matches with RLT > 2 on this challenging dataset.
We further demonstrate the details on the cross-camera matching performance on Market1501 dataset and MARS dataset in Figure 4 . From the figure, We can see that different cameras capture very different person identities. By using our method, we can obtain most correct matches and reject the false positive matches. For example, camera 1 captures 652 different persons and camera 4 captures 241 persons on Market1501 dataset, that means there are at least 411 outliers will affect the matching performance. However, from Figure 4 , we can see that based on our method we can obtain 240 matches including 173 matches among 228 ground-truth matches. This again shows that our method is very efficient for cross-camera label estimation in a network of cameras. 67.0 w cross-view ML: with cross-view metric learning. w/o crossview ML: training a distance metric model for one dataset (without cross-view metric learning). 
C. Evaluating Cross-view Metric Learning
In the proposed consistent cross-view matching framework, we train a separate distance metric model for each pair of cameras. To evaluate the advantages of this method, we demonstrate the recognition performance by comparing the results of the proposed method by comparing with a single metric model trained using the entire dataset.
From Table III , we can see that in our framework, by the using of the cross-view distance metric learning, the recognition performance can be improved compared with the strategy of training a single distance metric model for the entire dataset, especially for the mAP value. Specifically, for MARS dataset, we improve 1.6% and 3.6% for rank-1 score and mAP respectively. For Market1501 dataset and DukeMTMC-VideoReID dataset, the rank-1 accuracy increases by 1.1% and 1.8%, and mAP value increases by 2.6% and 1.5%, respectively. The cross-view distance metric learning across each pair of cameras help to reduce the negative effect caused by the variance between cameras by to some extent. Moreover, in the testing procedure, to mitigate the problem of the insufficient matched image pairs across cameras, we measure each querygallery pair using all of the learned metric models and the minimum value is regarded as the final recognition result.
D. Evaluation of Iterative Updating
Motivated by [21] , [22] , we embed our consistent crossview matching approach into an iterative updating framework which iterates between the consistent cross-view matching and the cross-view distance metric learning. We compare the recognition performance of the proposed method and DGM+ method in [22] using the LOMO features under different iterations. Figure 5 reports the rank-1 accuracy of these two methods on MARS dataset. We can see that our method outperforms DGM+ consistently with the best recognition performance of 27.5% at 9 th iteration. As expected, with the the increase in number of iterations, we can obtain more and more reliable cross-camera matched image pairs and the learned metric models become more and more robust.
E. Evaluating Recognition Performance under Different Reliability (RLT) Values
The quality and quantity of the estimated pair-wise labels are very important for distance metric learning and recognition process in unsupervised person re-id. Both of them are related to the reliability value (RLT value) of the cross-view matched image pairs. Thus, we compare the recognition performance under different reliability values to select the optimal one. We use rank-1 accuracy and mAP under 5 different reliability values (RLT) where RLT = 0 denotes that we measure the recognition performance using Euclidean distance directly without the consistent cross-view matching and distance metric learning method. From Table IV , we can see that the recognition performance fluctuates a little with the increase in RLT values. The fluctuation is caused by the trade-off between the number of matched image pairs and the reliability of the matched pairs. At the beginning, by the using of our method, we can collect the most cross-view matched image pairs, but it also introduces massive false positive pairs. After that, although the number of matched image pairs declines, the reliability of the matching increases. We onbserve that with RLT > 1, we obtain the best recognition performance with rank-1=63.7%, mAP=42.1% on MARS dataset (rank-1=71.7 and mAP=43.1% on Market1501 dataset) which balances the quality and quantity of the matched image pairs. Similarly, for DukeMTMC-VideoReID dataset, we obtain the best recognition performance at RLT > 2 with rank-1=75.4 and mAP=67.0, respectively.
F. Comparison with the State-of-the-art Unsupervised Person Re-identification Methods
In this section, we compare our method with some representative state-of-the-art unsupervised person re-identification methods on three different datasets.
MARS. We compare our approach with 8 different unsupervised methods that fall into two main categories: (1) methods based on handcrafted features such as GRDL [41] , UnKISS [42] , DGM+ [22] using LOMO feature, and (2) methods based on deep learning features such as DGM+ [22] using deep IDE features, OIM [25] , Stepwise [26] , RACE [43] , DAL [44] , BUC [15] . As can be seen from V, the proposed method significantly outperforms all the compared methods under the handcrafted feature setting. Compared to DGM+, we achieve 2.9 points and 0.8 points improvement using the same LOMO feature in rank-1 accuracy and mAP, respectively. Similarly, our method also obtains the best recognition performance 63.7% for rank-1 and 42.1% for mAP while comparing with deep learning based alternatives. As expected, the proposed method performs the best while using deep CNN feature compared to the handcrafted LOMO features. Market1501. We compare our proposed method with 10 different unsupervised person re-identification methods, such as BOW [37] , OIM [25] , UMDL [45] , PUL [16] , EUG [38] , CAMEL [46] , SPGAN [47] , TJ-AIDL [48] , DGM+ [22] , BUC [15] . Most of the results in Table VI are from [15] , [22] . Our method significantly outperforms all the other compared methods with rank-1 accuracy of 71.1% and mAP of 43.1%. Among the alternatives, the most recent BUC is the most competitive. However, we achieve 5.5 points and 4.8 points improvement in rank-1 accuracy and mAP, respectively over the BUC method. This significant improvement contributes to the consistent cross-view matching that exploits similarity relationships across pair of cameras, and the specific distance metric models learned for each camera pair in a camera network. Compared to DGM+ which utilizes a part of labeled images for initializing the model, our method employs an unsupervised feature embedding learning method and by introducing consistent constraints, we can obtain better recognition performance over the DGM+ method.
DukeMTMC-VideoReID. We also evaluate our method on a larger camera network captured by 8 different cameras by comparing with 5 state-of-the-art methods such as OIM [25] , DGM+ [22] , Stepwise [26] , EUG [38] , BUC [15] . Results in Table VII illustrate the superiority of the proposed unsupervised framework over all the compared methods. We achieve the best recognition performance with rank-1 accuracy of 75.4% and mAP of 67.0% with RLT > 2, respectively.
G. Ablation Studies
To better evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conduct ablation studies using DukeMTMC-VideoReID and Market1501 datasets with different combinations of our proposed approach. As shown in Table VIII , Baseline denotes that we measure the recognition performance using the Euclidean distance without considering the similarity information of the cross-view image pairs. At first, we show the effect of the cross-view matching (CM) by introducing the graph matching method into the baseline to take the similarity information across camera pairs into account. For DukeMTMCVideoReID dataset, we can see that "Ours w/CM" improves the recognition performance from 69.2% to 72.2% for rank-1 accuracy and 61.9% to 64.3% for mAP, respectively. This demonstrates that the cross-view matching is an effective way to improve the recognition performance by exploiting the similarity relationships across camera pairs. Furthermore, we validate the effect caused by the loop consistent constraints (LC) and transitive inference constraints (TRC), respectively. As shown in Table VIII , by introducing the consistent constraints, the recognition performance is improved consistently. For example, "Ours w/CM+LC" improves the recognition performance from 72.2% to 73.9% for rank-1 accuracy and 64.3% to 66.1% for mAP, respectively, by selecting reliable image pairs from all estimated matches. Finally, when integrating the transitive inference consistent constraints, "Ours w/CM+LC+TRC" achieves the best recognition performance with rank-1 accuracy of 75.4% and mAP of 67.0% respectively on the DukeMTMC-VideoReID dataset.
Similarly for Market1501, we also observe that by introducing the consistent cross-view similarity information the recognition performance is improved by a large margin. As shown in Table VIII , after we introduce the cross-view similarity information, the recognition accuracy improves 5 points and 4 points for rank-1 accuracy and mAP, respectively. By integrating the consistent constraints into the cross-view matching, the recognition performance is improved from 71.2% to 71.7% for rank-1 accuracy and 42.3% to 43.1% for mAP.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a consistent cross-view matching framework to address the unsupervised person re-identification task by exploiting more reliable image pairs across camera pairs. We first introduce loop consistent and transitive inference consistent constraints into cross-view matching, which will reduce the contradictory matches the matched results from different camera pairs are combined. We then present a definition of cross-view matching reliability which will help us to select image pairs in an effective way by balancing the performance between the quality and quantity of the estimated matches. Finally, we embed our method into an iterative framework to jointly optimize the learned cross-view matches and the distance metric models. Rigorous experiments on three standard person re-identification datasets show the advantage of our approach over the stat-of-the-art methods.
